288    THERAPEUTIC VALUE  OF  'ABREACTION'
Only in so far as they hamper present adaptation have the
historical contents any real significance. The theraupeutic
effect of the minute and scrupulous pursuit of all the infantile
phantasy-roots depends, not so much upon these relatively
inessential demonstrations, as upon the labour the physician
gives himself to enter into the patient's psyche, whereby
a psychologically adapted relationship is established. For
the patient is suffering precisely from the absence of such a
relationship. Freud himself has long since recognized that
the transference is the alpha and omega of psycho-analysis.
The transference is an effort of the patient to establish a
psychological rapport with the doctor, He needs this
relationship wherewith to master his dissociation. The
slighter the rapport, i.e. the less substantial the mutual
understanding, the more intensely will the transference
be fostered and striven for and the more sexual wiU
be its form.
The attainment of the goal of adaptation is of such vital
importance to the patient that sexuality intervenes as a
function of compensation, in order to consolidate a relation-
ship that cannot be won by the ordinary means of mutual
understanding. Under such circumstances the transference
can well become the most powerful obstacle to a successful
treatment. That such vehement sexual transferences to
the doctor are especially frequent in the sexually-orientated
analysis is not surprising; for a too exclusive concentration
of medical interest upon the sexual motive is extraordinarily
liable to bar the way to understanding in the crudest fashion
for many neurotic cases. An exclusively sexual interpreta-
tion of dreams and phantasies is a shocking violation of the
patient's psychological material: infantile-sexual phantasy is
by no means the whole story, since the material also contains
a creative product, the purpose of which is to shape a way
for him out of his neurosis. That decent way out is barred for
him by the exclusively sexual interpretations. The physician
now is the only certain point in a wilderness of sexual

